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A variety of methods �in total seven� comprising different combinations of internal and Cartesian
coordinates are tested for interpolation and alignment in connection attempts for polypeptide
rearrangements. We consider Cartesian coordinates, the internal coordinates used in CHARMM, and
natural internal coordinates, each of which has been interfaced to the OPTIM code and compared
with the corresponding results for united-atom force fields. We show that aligning the methylene
hydrogens to preserve the sign of a local dihedral angle, rather than minimizing a distance metric,
provides significant improvements with respect to connection times and failures. We also
demonstrate the superiority of natural coordinate methods in conjunction with internal alignment.
Checking the potential energy of the interpolated structures can act as a criterion for the choice of
the interpolation coordinate system, which reduces failures and connection times significantly.
© 2010 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3273617�

I. INTRODUCTION

Building up a database of local minima and the transi-
tion states that connect them enables us to describe dynamics
using a kinetic transition network.1–3 In particular, the dis-
crete path sampling �DPS� approach4–8 subsumes several dif-
ferent schemes for growing a stationary point database sys-
tematically to represent the kinetic properties of interest.
Transition networks can also be constructed using molecular
dynamics �MD� for states that interconvert on MD accessible
time scales.9–11 Locating transition states on the potential en-
ergy surface �PES� plays a key role in extracting the rate
constants associated with connections in the transition net-
work, and in characterizing rearrangement mechanisms using
geometry optimization techniques. Here we employ the geo-
metrical definition of a transition state, namely, a stationary
point that has a Hessian matrix with precisely one negative
eigenvalue.12

Most of the CPU time used in approaches based on ge-
ometry optimization is spent in characterizing the transition
states. The efficiency of these calculations can be improved
in double-ended searches by the initial alignment of the two
end points and the choice of coordinates employed for the
initial interpolation between them. The OPTIM �Ref. 13�
program includes several double-ended transition state
search methods, such as the evolving string,14 growing
string,15,16 and doubly nudged17 elastic band18–23 �DNEB�
approaches. The choice of coordinate systems for interpola-
tion ranges from Cartesian, through general Z-matrix24 and
Z-matrix derived coordinate systems, to natural internal
coordinates.25–27

The principal advantage of Cartesian coordinates is their

simplicity. However, interpolation in Cartesian space may
disrupt the covalent bonding network of the protein, espe-
cially if the two end points are sufficiently different from
each other. For example, internal rotation of a methyl group
or a ring is easily described in internal coordinates, while the
interpolation using Cartesian coordinates involves atom
clashes or unphysical structures. In many cases we can still
optimize such unphysical structures, to yield a sensible tran-
sition state candidate. However, this optimization procedure
is likely to require significant CPU time and often leads to
pathways that are far from the kinetically relevant ones, with
high energy barriers.

Problems have already been reported for transition state
optimizations in natural internal coordinates, especially for
large proteins.24,28 Hence, in the present work, we only used
internal coordinates for generating the initial transition state
candidates, employing Cartesian coordinates for the actual
geometry optimization phase. The local minima correspond-
ing to each transition state are also characterized using Car-
tesian coordinates. We present a detailed comparison of dif-
ferent interpolation and alignment schemes for the initial
alignment and interpolation between end points, and test
them for two peptides.

To represent the peptides we have chosen the all-atom
force field AMBER ff03 �Ref. 29� and the united-atom force
field CHARMM19.30 CHARMM �Ref. 31� itself offers an
option of using internal coordinates that are similar to
Z-matrix redundant coordinates.32 We implemented the same
coordinates for our interface of OPTIM with the AMBER9
package. Koslover and Wales28 previously employed natural
internal coordinates in OPTIM for use with CHARMM19,
and we extended this scheme to the all-atom force fields in
AMBER in the present work.

Interpolation with internal coordinates depends strongly
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on the initial alignment of the two end points. Alignment
here refers to minimizing a specified distance metric �usually
Euclidean� with respect to both the coordinates of the pep-
tides and the exchange of permutable atoms. In addition to
the Euclidean distance metric we also considered alignment
according to dihedral angles, and for AMBER we imple-
mented a method that prohibits the exchange of the methyl-
ene hydrogen atoms in order to avoid unphysical geometries.

As test systems we have chosen the amyloidogenic GN-
NQQNY peptide33,34 �NH3

+-Gly-Asn-Asn-Gln-Gln-
Asn-Tyr-COO−� and the tryptophan zipper peptide,
trpzip135,36 �NH3-Ser-Thr-Trp-Glu-Asn-Gly-Lys-Trp-Thr-
Trp-Lys-CH3�. For these two systems we first generated a
database of local minima and the transition states that con-
nect them. We then employed the different alignment and
interpolation methods to test whether minima with known
connections could be reconnected and how much CPU time
was required.

II. METHODS

A. Geometry optimization

If we wish to analyze pathways in a coarse-grained
framework of local minima connected by transition states,
then it is essential to have efficient tools for locating such
stationary points. In the absence of branch points,8,37 each
transition state links two minima via the two steepest-descent
paths defined by the Hessian eigenvector corresponding to
the unique negative Hessian eigenvalue. Hence we character-
ize such connections by a minimum-transition state-
minimum triplet, and define a discrete path between two
minima, minA and minB, in terms of overlapping triplets:
minA-ts1-min1-ts2-min2-¯ -minB. The number of steps in a
discrete path is defined as the number of transition states.4,5

All the minimization procedures in the present work
employed a slightly modified version of the limited-
memory Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno �LBFGS�
algorithm,38,39 as implemented in the OPTIM code.13 An op-
timization was deemed to have converged when the root-
mean-square gradient fell below 10−6 kcal mol−1 Å−1.

Double-ended searches for connections between speci-
fied local minima were performed using the DNEB algo-
rithm. The “band” consists of a series of image structures,
which are optimized simultaneously using the LBFGS ap-
proach until local maxima become well defined.17,40 These
local maxima are then taken as candidates for further refine-
ment using hybrid eigenvector-following �EF�,41–43 where a
selected direction is searched uphill in steps that alternate
with LBFGS minimization projected onto the tangent space
to prevent interference with the uphill step.

Complete discrete paths between distant minima are un-
likely to be found in a single connection attempt. For a given
pair of minima we therefore consider successive DNEB/
hybrid EF searches up to a maximum number of cycles, ter-
minating if a connected path is found. Unless the connection
attempt succeeds in one cycle, there is therefore another local
decision to be made about which pair of minima to consider
next. This problem is addressed using the Dijkstra missing
connection algorithm.44,45

Employing an internal coordinate representation can re-
duce the number of steps required for convergence of geom-
etry optimizations with anisotropic potentials.28 However,
there is also a significant overhead associated with the coor-
dinate transformation, and in the applications discussed be-
low we employed Cartesian coordinates for all the geometry
optimizations, but considered different coordinate systems
for the interpolation between minima. Interpolating in this
way can help avoid stationary points with high energies or
unphysical geometries that are sometimes supported by em-
pirical biomolecular force fields.

B. Coordinates for interpolation

CHARMM internal coordinates. The standard
CHARMM internal coordinates are a set of redundant coor-
dinates, which are defined via four atoms, I, J, K, L, and the
information of whether the dihedral angle described by these
four atoms is an improper angle or not.32 The actual coordi-
nates are then the two bond lengths I-J and K-L, two bond
angles, and the dihedral angle I-J-K-L. For an improper di-
hedral angle, K is the central atom and the two bond angles
are taken as I-K-J and J-K-L, instead of I-J-K and J-K-L for
an ordinary dihedral angle. For the AMBER all-atom force
fields we used the same definition of the internal coordinates
employed in the CHARRM22 force field. We implemented
these coordinates for all amino acids, C- and N-termini, and
the ACE and NME capping groups.32

We only interpolate proper dihedral angles, as we found
that in the rare cases where bond lengths and angles differ
significantly between the two end points, the bond lengths
and angles of the interpolated structure after optimization
usually correspond closely to the values at one of the end
points. Dihedral angles are only interpolated if they are Ra-
machandran angles or twistable sidechain dihedrals. In gen-
eral, we consider dihedral angles defining ring structures as
nontwistable in order to maintain the ring geometry during
the interpolation procedure. Thus, none of the coordinates in
proline, and none of the coordinates defining the ring struc-
ture in histidine, phenylalanine, tryptophan, and tyrosine are
interpolated. Planar structures are also categorized as non-
twistable, and the value for the interpolated geometry is
taken from the closer end point. The relevant dihedral angles
here occur in the guanidinium group in arginine, the carboxyl
groups in aspartic and glutamic acid, and the C-terminus and
the amide groups in asparagine and glutamine. None of the
improper �including chiral� dihedral angles are initially inter-
polated, however, we emphasize that all the coordinates are
optimized in the DNEB phase and in the subsequent geom-
etry optimizations.

To optimize the images in Cartesian coordinates28 the
interpolated structures have to be transformed back to a Car-
tesian representation. We employ an existing CHARMM
routine for this purpose, and we replicated this procedure for
the OPTIM interface to AMBER9.

Natural internal coordinates. Problems with the above
internal coordinates arise when a protein is associated with
groups that do not consist of amino acids and therefore have
no predetermined set of parametrized internal coordinates.
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For such cases, these coordinates have to be chosen and pro-
grammed directly. Pulay and co-workers introduced a set of
“natural” internal coordinates,25–27 which have previously
been implemented in OPTIM �Ref. 28� for united-atom force
fields such as CHARMM19. The advantage of these natural
internal coordinates over other options for internal coordi-
nates that can be chosen automatically, such as Z-matrix or
primitive internals, is that there is no redundancy present.26,46

These natural internal coordinates are derived from the sym-
metrized internal coordinates used in vibrational spectros-
copy. They consist of linear combinations of bond lengths,
angles, and dihedral angles and are local in character, which
means that the Cartesian coordinates of only a few atoms are
combined to create an internal coordinate. In general, bond
lengths are taken as individual coordinates, while the angular
coordinates are composed of linear combinations depending
on the symmetry of a particular atomic center.25 These sym-
metries, or rather pseudosymmetries, depend on the coordi-
nation number and geometry of the atomic center. For rings,
an idealized Dnh symmetry is assumed, even though the ac-
tual symmetry may be lower.25 Terminal atoms are consid-
ered as equivalent, while nonterminal atoms are distin-
guished according to whether or not they belong to a ring.25

When applying this approach to proteins it was found that
there exist up to eight types of atomic centers with different
symmetries. Internal coordinates for each type can be used as
building blocks for a full set of natural internals �NIs�, in
addition to bond lengths and linear dihedrals.47

The most computationally expensive step associated
with using NIs is the transformation from Cartesian to inter-
nal coordinates and back. Our current implementation uses
the linear scaling algorithm of Németh et al.46 This algorithm
employs a shifted pseudoinverse of the rectangular transfor-
mation matrix between Cartesian and internal coordinates48

and exploits the sparsity of these matrices. Further details of
this algorithm and its implementation can be found in Refs.
28 and 46.

C. Structural alignment

For the interpolation employed in the DNEB algorithm
the initial alignment of the end points is crucial. Optimal
alignment means that the distance between the two structures
is minimized according to a specific metric. Several groups
suggested methods and algorithms to perform structural
alignment.49–51 Here we utilized an algorithm that could be
conveniently implemented in the OPTIM code.

Structural alignment has to be performed with respect to
both overall translation and rotation, and with respect to per-
mutational isomers. Such permutational isomers have the
same energy due to the symmetry of the Hamiltonian,52 but
differ with respect to the labels assigned to atoms of the
same element. For example, a methyl group in structure A
may have the indices of the hydrogens of the order of H1,
H2, H3, whereas in structure B they are H3, H1, H2. Such
permutational isomers have to be considered in conjunction
with the orientational alignment.53

Alignment according to Cartesian coordinates means
that a Cartesian distance metric, namely the distance between

the coordinates of the starting �rstart� and finishing structures
�rfinish�, is minimized with respect to permutational isomer-
ization; we denote this choice by min���rfinish−rstart�2�perm.
The distance metric for alignment with natural internal coor-
dinates is constructed from the n dihedrals in the whole
structure, ��i=1

n ��finish,i−�start,i�2, where �start,i and �finish,i

refer to the values of dihedral angle i in the two end points.47

For methylene �CH2� hydrogens, alignment with respect
to the above metrics was often found to result in structures
with hydrogen labels assigned in a way that requires an un-
physical hydrogen exchange in the interpolation. This inap-
propriate alignment can be avoided by fixing the hydrogen
labels so that a physically reasonable change in conformation
is possible. We address this labeling procedure using the sign
of the improper dihedral around a carbon atom C, namely,
H1–H2–C-X, where X is the carbon substituent with the
lower index in a fixed numbering scheme, and H1 and H2
are the two methylene hydrogens. To avoid unphysical swaps
we fix the hydrogen labels in the two end points so that this
improper dihedral has the same sign. Details of the tests used
to compare alignment according to distance metrics and the
fixed hydrogen labels can be found in the supplementary
material.54

Identification of the best permutational isomer in the
alignment can greatly facilitate the path finding procedure, as
the interpolation between the end points does not have to
take into account additional degenerate rearrangements8,55

corresponding to permutational isomerization. Such rear-
rangements necessitate a superfluous transition state on the
path, which, apart from decreasing the corresponding rate
constant, also wastes CPU time. Figure 1 shows an example
where two structures are practically the same except for the
position of a methyl group. The optimal Cartesian alignment
is shown in Fig. 1�a�. Here two transition states are required
to link the corresponding minima, one of which corresponds
to internal rotation of the methyl group. A more appropriate
alignment was achieved using internal coordinates, where
this second transition state is not required �Fig. 1�b��.

D. Test cases and parameters

Choice of methods. We tested seven methods, for which
we now define a convenient shorthand notation. Four of
these methods �backbone Cartesian, sidechains Cartesian
�BCSC�, backbone Cartesian, sidechains internal �BCSI�,
backbone internal, sidechains internal �BISI�, and NONI� use
Cartesian alignment. BCSC is the general approach using
entirely Cartesian interpolation for generating the transition
state candidates. BCSI and BISI employ CHARMM internal
coordinates for the interpolation. This distinction between
the different parts of the protein was introduced because the
use of internal coordinates for backbone interpolation is
likely to produce undesirable atom clashes.56

Natural internal coordinates were used for the interpola-
tion in the following four methods, in conjunction with in-
ternal coordinate alignment, except for method NONI �NO
internal alignment�, where natural internal coordinates are
used with Cartesian alignment. In each case a user-
determined number of images is generated in natural internal
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coordinates and converted to a specified number of images in
Cartesian coordinates for subsequent DNEB optimization.
This conversion was achieved using a coordinate transforma-
tion, after which the Cartesian images generated were evenly
distributed along the path using additional piecewise interpo-
lation. NI is the general natural internal coordinate method.

The NIS �NI simple� method specifies that natural inter-
nal interpolation generates all the images required for the
DNEB phase without respacing them in Cartesian coordi-
nates to make the images equidistant. The NI choice �NIC�
method introduces flexibility with respect to the coordinate
system used depending on the energy of the images. This
method uses natural internal coordinate interpolation fol-
lowed by equispacing, as described for method NI, but also
generates a set of images by linear Cartesian interpolation.
The interpolation method that provides the lowest maximal
energy for the images is then employed.47

For the AMBER force field, we fixed the labels of the
methylene CH2 hydrogens in conjunction with each of the
seven methods, unless otherwise specified. Results for
method ORIG involving standard Cartesian interpolation and
alignment according to a Cartesian distance metric are
shown once to emphasize the improvement achieved by fix-
ing these labels. A summary of all these methods can be
found in Table I.

Systems. As test systems we have chosen the amy-
loidogenic GNNQQNY peptide33,34 and one of the tryp-
tophan zipper �trpzip1� peptides.35,36 The free energy surface
of the GNNQQNY monomer has previously been character-
ized using replica exchange MD �Ref. 57� and three stable
conformations are shown in Fig. 2�b�. From a replica ex-
change simulation for trpzip1, we extracted a stable folded
structure and an unfolded structure, as shown in Fig. 2�a�.
Both peptides were represented by the united-atom force
field CHARMM19 �Ref. 30� and the all-atom force field
AMBER ff03.29 To account for an aqueous environment,
CHARMM19 was used together with the implicit solvation
potential EEF1,58 and for the AMBER simulations the gen-
eralized Born solvation model GBOBC was employed.59

Small modifications of the CHARMM force field and topolo-
gies as well as the AMBER topologies were made to ensure
that sidechain rotamers have identical energies and
geometries.17,53 All CHARMM calculations were performed
with the c31a2 version, and for the AMBER calculations the
AMBER960–62 package was used.

Parameters. We first identified parameter choices re-
quired for OPTIM that provide a good overall performance
for the two peptides. Parameters to be specified for DNEB
include the image density, which describes how many im-
ages should be used per angstrom, the maximal number of
images allowed for any given connection attempt, and the
iteration density, which determines the maximal number of
iterations allowed for optimizing the DNEB images before
the transition state candidates for accurate refinement with
hybrid EF41–43 are chosen.17 This maximal number of itera-
tions is defined by iteration density multiplied by the number
of images used for the connection attempt. Connections are

(a) Cartesian alignment

(b) Internal alignment

FIG. 1. Alignment according to different coordinate systems. The rearrange-
ment between the initial �red� and final �blue� end points involves mainly the
motion of a single methyl group, highlighted as a ball and stick representa-
tion. When aligning according to a Cartesian distance metric,
min���rfinish−rstart�2�perm, the blue H1 after the rotation of the methyl group
would overlap with the red H3, the blue H3 with the red H2, and the blue
H2 with the red H1. Hence an additional internal rotation of the methyl
group would be required. When alignment according to the internal coordi-
nate metric min���i=1

n ��finish,i−�start,i�2�perm is employed, the structures can
interconvert via a single transition state.

TABLE I. Summary of the different alignment and interpolation schemes.

Method Alignment Interpolation

BCSC Cartesian Cartesian for backbone and sidechains

BCSI Cartesian
Cartesian for backbone, CHARMM

internals for sidechains

BISI Cartesian
CHARMM internal for backbone

and sidechains
NONI Cartesian Natural internal
NI Natural internal Natural internal

NIS Natural internal
Natural internal, using
nonequispaced images

NIC Natural internal
Natural internal or Cartesian, according

to the lowest energy
For AMBER, all methods except ORIG employ alignment of CH2

hydrogens to conserve the sign of a local dihedral angle and avoid
unphysical exchange.
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usually found much faster for the CHARMM19 potential,
due to the smaller number of atoms.

We tested different parameter sets for the DNEB calcu-
lations and the overall connection strategy. Two of these sets
were investigated in detail and found to give the same gen-
eral trends. For brevity we present results for only one set,
which was optimized to minimize the number of failures,
with the constraint that overall CPU time required should
still be reasonable. We considered various image �1, 2, 3, 5,
10� and iteration density combinations �100, 80, 50, 30, 20�.

The optimized parameter set employs an image density
of 1.0 in a general connection run. Three attempts for the
connection for every pair of minima are allowed, with an
increasing number of images and iterations in each attempt.
While we used the same parameters within the same subset
of system and force field, e.g., GNNQQNY with
CHARMM19, we allowed the parameters for other combi-
nations to be different in order to minimize failures in all
subsets. The parameters for the DNEB calculations differ in
terms of the spring parameter, k, which keeps the images
equispaced between the initial and final end points, and the
number of images and iterations used for the first connection
attempt.54

Databases. To test the interpolation and alignment meth-
ods, we prepared a set of minima pairs for which connections
had already been found in previous DNEB runs for both
GNNQQNY and trpzip1. We could therefore check if each
method was able to find a connection again, how fast this
connection could be achieved, and whether there are differ-
ences in the pathways located in terms of the barrier heights
and path lengths. For GNNQQNY, we started by finding an
initial path between helical and random conformations, as
well as between random and extended conformations. For
trpzip1 we first generated a pathway leading from the un-
folded to the folded structure. These initial pathways were
optimized using a scheme where minima from the database
are selected for connection attempts if they belong to groups

with similar free energies separated by a large free energy
barrier.63 We consider the ratio of the barrier height to the
free energy difference as a measure of this frustration, and
select local minima from such groups for connection at-
tempts based upon their minimized Euclidean distance. The
test databases contained 2983 and 5206 minima for GN-
NQQNY, and 10655 and 10942 minima for trpzip1, with
AMBER and CHARMM, respectively.

For each system we generated a database of all possible
combinations of minima that are connected via one, two, and
three transition states �TS1, TS2, and TS3�. The AMBER
databases for GNNQQNY and trpzip1 contained 3764 and
8856 combinations for TS1, 9737 and 12 345 for TS2, and
15 004 and 22 365 for TS3, while the CHARMM databases
contained 6682, 21 206 and 70 141 TS1, TS2, and TS3 pos-
sibilities for GNNQQNY and 10 430, 15 741, and 27 478
possibilities for trpzip1. We randomly chose 150 pairs of
minima for each case and attempted to reconnect them using
the various combinations of alignment and interpolation
schemes described above.

III. RESULTS and DISCUSSION

A. Overall CPU time and barrier heights

Our results are shown in Table II, where we provide
details of the number of failures, the CPU time required to
find a connection, the number of transition states on the con-
nected path �nts�, and the maximum energy barrier ��E� on
the path. The average CPU time excludes the F slowest runs
for each combination of methods, F being the maximal num-
ber of failures for all methods within a set �TS1–TS3�. For
trpzip1, we additionally excluded the slowest five runs for
every method, thus discarding eight runs in total, as a few
connections took a disproportionately long time and distort
the average. Hence, for the method with the maximum num-
ber of failures, the average CPU time for successful runs will
be unchanged, but it will be smaller for all the other meth-

folded unfolded

(a) trpzip1

extended helical

random

(b) GNNQQNY

FIG. 2. Folded and unfolded confor-
mations of trpzip1 and extended, heli-
cal, and random conformations of the
GNNQQNY peptide. These structures
were used as starting points for gener-
ating a database of minima and transi-
tion states.
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ods, as some slow runs that achieve connections are ex-
cluded. This presentation of the results was chosen because
we expect that the methods that succeed for end points where
other methods fail will require more CPU time for these
difficult connections. Looking at the average over successful
connections only would produce lower values for methods
that fail for the more difficult connections.

Plots of the average increase in barrier height versus
average CPU time increase with respect to the best method
are shown in Fig. 3. Here the fastest CPU time and lowest
barrier are mapped in the lower left corner of the figure,

while the slowest CPU time and highest barrier appear in the
top right corner. We averaged over the three runs for each
peptide with every interpolation scheme and calculated the
CPU time and maximum barrier height increase with respect
to the best value �usually provided by the NIC scheme�, be-
fore averaging over both peptides. The efficiency of all three
natural internal coordinate methods in terms of barrier
heights and CPU time is clearly visible from Fig. 3.

Figure 4 shows the CPU time improvement averaged
over both peptides relative to the standard Cartesian interpo-
lation method. The results again illustrate the efficiency of

TABLE II. Results for GNNQQNY �left� and trpzip1 �right�. For GNNQQNY, the average CPU time �s� required to find a connection is averaged over 150−F
runs, where F is the maximum value of f , the number of failures in 150 connection attempts for a given scheme. nts denotes the number of transition states
involved in the connection and �E is the average maximum barrier height in kcal mol−1. For trpzip1, averages for the CPU time are taken over 142 runs, to
avoid the average being dependent mostly on the slowest eight runs.

Method

GNNQQNY trpzip1

TS1 TS2 TS3 TS1 TS2 TS3
f Time �E nts f Time �E nts f Time �E nts f Time �E nts f Time �E nts f Time �E nts

AMBER
BCSC 0 90.2 2.14 1.3 0 211.3 4.25 2.8 0 328.0 4.70 3.8 0 528.5 2.71 1.2 2 1655.4 2.85 2.5 0 2512.3 3.39 3.6
BCSI 0 97.4 2.14 1.4 0 275.2 4.03 3.0 0 308.5 4.79 3.6 0 526.6 2.68 1.4 2 1775.9 2.83 2.6 0 3070.0 3.35 3.7
BISI 0 88.2 2.18 1.4 0 229.6 4.15 2.9 0 386.4 4.66 3.9 0 532.1 2.78 1.2 2 1366.1 2.78 2.5 0 2927.3 3.24 3.9
NI 0 88.3 2.04 1.4 0 277.4 3.74 2.9 0 324.0 3.83 3.7 1 452.3 2.71 1.3 1 1034.2 2.84 2.4 1 2308.9 3.15 3.5
NIS 0 78.0 2.02 1.4 1 288.0 3.75 2.9 1 339.9 3.78 3.6 0 409.6 2.70 1.2 0 979.8 2.87 2.3 1 2408.0 3.28 3.4
NIC 0 75.8 2.04 1.3 0 275.2 3.72 2.9 0 273.6 3.78 3.5 1 413.8 2.72 1.3 0 998.8 2.83 2.4 1 2315.5 3.15 3.5
NONI 0 138.0 2.24 1.5 0 272.2 4.30 2.9 0 361.4 4.47 3.7 2 576.0 2.72 1.3 2 1601.6 2.84 2.7 2 2869.8 3.25 3.7
ORIG 0 109.1 2.16 1.4 0 250.7 4.27 2.9 0 385.2 4.71 3.8 0 853.2 2.71 1.6 2 2577.2 2.89 3.0 1 3112.6 3.59 3.8

CHARMM
BCSC 0 14.3 2.81 1.1 0 25.8 4.03 2.5 0 53.0 5.30 3.9 0 50.3 1.81 1.3 0 159.0 2.55 2.9 1 301.4 3.25 3.9
BCSI 0 14.0 2.78 1.2 0 21.8 4.21 2.5 0 57.5 5.71 4.0 0 49.1 1.84 1.3 0 146.6 2.47 2.6 0 232.9 3.22 3.7
BISI 1 16.8 2.76 1.3 0 31.9 3.99 2.6 0 74.6 5.06 4.0 0 57.6 1.84 1.3 1 194.7 2.42 2.6 0 347.4 3.36 4.4
NI 0 11.5 2.67 1.1 0 24.5 3.80 2.4 0 50.8 4.45 3.8 0 45.1 1.84 1.3 2 139.1 2.32 2.6 1 201.6 3.23 3.4
NIS 0 11.1 2.67 1.1 0 24.6 3.85 2.5 0 51.8 4.44 3.8 0 47.2 1.85 1.3 1 133.7 2.36 2.7 1 210.5 3.19 3.4
NIC 0 11.3 2.69 1.1 0 24.0 3.75 2.4 0 42.4 4.28 3.6 0 45.2 1.79 1.3 0 141.1 2.34 2.7 1 204.8 3.14 3.4
NONI 0 13.5 2.75 1.2 0 28.7 4.19 2.6 0 55.8 5.54 4.0 0 49.4 1.86 1.3 2 172.7 2.31 2.6 1 243.7 3.19 3.6
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FIG. 3. Average increase in maximum barrier height �%� is plotted against average CPU time increase �%� with respect to the best method for �a� CHARMM
and �b� AMBER. The actual CPU times are shown in Table II. These times were averaged over all TSx sets for each peptide and potential, and the percent
increase with respect to the best value was averaged over the two peptide systems. One additional data point is included here for AMBER, namely, the
ORIGinal Cartesian interpolation with methylene hydrogen alignment according to a Cartesian distance metric �i.e., the sign of the local dihedral angle was
not necessarily conserved�.
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natural internal interpolation. The NIC, NI, and NIS combi-
nations are the methods with the fastest connections, while
the failures shown in Table II are probably acceptable. Natu-
ral internal coordinate interpolation performs better when the
rest of the protein is aligned according to an internal distance
metric �NI, NIS, NIC� rather than a Cartesian metric �NONI�.
For AMBER the interpolation method BCSC also performed
well. The results obtained when CH2 hydrogens are per-
muted to minimize a distance metric �ORIG� are shown for
comparison in Figs. 3�b� and 4�b�. When the CH2 hydrogens
are fixed to conserve the sign of the local dihedral angle, all
methods show a decrease in CPU time of about 40%.54

B. Transition state convergence

Table III shows the average CPU time for convergence

of all the transition states for trpzip1. Transition state con-
vergence times here refer to the CPU time spent in the hybrid
EF procedure after a transition state candidate is obtained
from the DNEB phase. The times for GNNQQNY showed a
similar trend. However, because the differences in CPU time
were so small for GNNQQNY, trpzip1 probably provides a
better idea of likely performance.

A detailed analysis of Table III and the number of fail-
ures �Table II� shows that an improved transition state con-
vergence time is usually associated with fewer failures. This
observation also implies that the interpolation in natural co-
ordinates should do well for connections between more dis-
tant end points, i.e., rearrangements for larger polypeptides.
Initial tests showed this was indeed the case.

The NIC combination is generally the best. High energy
natural internal coordinate images are avoided by switching
to Cartesian interpolation if this scheme provides lower en-
ergies. Case studies have shown that in some complicated
cases involving two ring rotations the NI, NONI, and NIS
schemes proposed a pathway involving one ring moving
through the other. The NIC scheme is able to avoid such
unphysical interpolations, as the image energy is calculated.
This ability to probe the quality of the pathway is probably
responsible for NIC having relatively few failures.

We note that the transition state convergence times
achieved following BISI interpolation were very fast, espe-
cially for AMBER. This good performance is not reflected in
the total connection time, as the number of transition states
involved per path was considerably higher than for the other
methods. BISI in general tends to find connections involving
more steps than the other methods �see Table II�, but often
has lower overall barriers. For the BCSC, BCSI and BISI
methods transition state convergence times increase approxi-
mately linearly from TS1 to TS3. This increase is due to the
fact that the DNEB images are less well converged for longer
paths, which suggests that for longer connections these three
methods will be relatively slow. The NIS interpolation
method did not exhibit such an increase, implying that this
procedure, or the NIC procedure with an appropriate number
of internal images, should manage to retain good behavior
for longer connections.
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FIG. 4. Average improvement of CPU time in percent with respect to Cartesian coordinate scheme BCSC, plotted for each method with �a� CHARMM and
�b� AMBER. �Here negative percentages indicate an improvement.� Natural internal interpolation is the fastest, especially the combination NIC, while
CHARMM internal backbone interpolation BISI is the slowest. Note the poorer performance of the former default method ORIG �standard Cartesian
interpolation BCSC where CH2 hydrogens are permuted to minimize a Euclidean distance metric�. BCSI and NONI exhibit intermediate performance, as does
BCSC, which tends to outperform these methods on average, but does badly in a few cases.

TABLE III. Average CPU time �s� taken for transition state refinement with
hybrid EF for trpzip1 in all 150 runs, for each test set �TS1–TS3�. We
ordered the methods according to the shortest convergence time averaged
over all three sets, for each force field separately. Comparing the interpola-
tion in natural internal coordinates, the NIC combination produces the best
transition state candidates on average, while the NIS combination is best for
TS3. We note the good performance of BISI for AMBER.

TS1 TS2 TS3

AMBER
BISI 103.26 103.03 116.43
NIC 108.28 97.36 121.35
NIS 110.56 102.37 115.53
BCSC 105.11 105.83 118.34
BCSI 96.70 115.13 124.68
NONI 110.73 102.76 123.36
NI 114.87 121.66 121.31
ORIG 119.29 136.97 129.38

CHARMM
NIC 7.87 10.80 10.06
NIS 8.99 11.27 9.54
BCSC 8.79 9.92 11.56
BCSI 9.25 10.81 10.64
BISI 10.55 12.08 11.92
NI 8.18 14.89 10.09
NONI 9.63 14.03 10.38
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

We tested seven different combinations of internal and
Cartesian coordinate schemes for interpolation and end point
alignment to analyze rearrangement mechanisms of two
polypeptides. We find that the alignment can influence the
interpolation pathway significantly. Each interpolation
scheme was used to generate starting images for subsequent
refinement by the DNEB scheme.17 Local maxima in the
resulting DNEB profile were then refined using hybrid
EF41–43 and complete pathways were achieved by further
connection attempts using the Dijkstra missing connection
scheme.45 All the developments described in this report have
been implemented within the OPTIM program,13 available
for use under the Gnu General Public License.

For all-atom force fields, such as AMBER, fixing the
methylene hydrogens labels in order to avoid unphysical hy-
drogen exchanges provides significant improvements. Em-
ploying natural internal coordinates during the interpolation
also increases efficiency compared to the previous Cartesian
scheme. The CHARMM internal coordinate interpolation
procedures did not perform as well, and it is better to use
CHARMM internal coordinates for sidechain interpolation
only, and not for the backbone.

The three best methods were normally the ones employ-
ing natural internal coordinates for both interpolation and
alignment. In general we found that the most robust ap-
proach is the procedure where both natural internal coordi-
nate and Cartesian coordinate interpolation are considered,
and the set of images with the lower maximal energy is sub-
sequently refined to locate transition state candidates. Further
improvements can be expected from a method that links
these two approaches in an optimal fashion.

The good performance for interpolation in natural inter-
nal coordinates was observed for both CHARMM19 and
AMBER, which we chose to represent united-atom and all-
atom force fields. The same trends were found for both of the
test peptides for a variety of different parameter sets in both
the DNEB and hybrid EF phases of the calculation. The suc-
cess of different parameter sets suggests that the best
schemes should also work efficiently for different systems.
We conclude that the construction of kinetic transition net-
works for proteins and peptides using geometry optimization
should be significantly more efficient when natural internal
coordinates are used for interpolation.
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